Hand-HeldDigital
A Self-Contained,
Multimeter-ANewConceptin Instrument
Utility
Asidefromclippingthe coiledlead to any convenientreferencepoint,onlyone handis neededto hold this instrument,and takea reading.
by RobertL. Dudleyand Virgil L. Laing

f T IS GENERALLY ACCEPTEDthat a multimeter
lfor measuring voltage and resistanceis an indispensible tool for service specialists,technicians and
engineers.There have been many improvements in
the last few years,such as digital readout, high input
impedance, better accuracy and resolution, and
these improvements have helped the user make
measurementsmore precisely with fewer errors. Little has been done, however, to make the multimeter
easier to use and better suited to the technician or
engineer who needs to make fast measurementsin
hard-to-get-atplaces.
Shown in Fig. 1 is a new battery-powered g% digit Probe Multimeter that is completely self-contained and can be held and operated in one hand.
The instrument has autoranging, autopolarity, and
autozero, which means the user need only set the
function switch and depressthe power bar to get an
accuratereading.
To use the instrument. the coiled lead is attached
to a suitable ground or reference point, and the
probe tip is placed on the point to be measured.
When the power switch is pressed,the voltage or resistance value appears on the display with range
and polarity automatically selected.
Several advantages of this probe configuration
are apparent. Portability is an obvious one, and the
location of ttre display close to the point of measurement speeds reading time while eliminating the
need to shift the eyes to get a reading.
Another advantageis the ability to invert the display to facilitate readings when the Probe is held
upside-down to reach a hard-to-get-toplace (Fig.
2). In addition, the probe tip can be pivoted into
three detented positions: straight, tilted at 30o,and
tilted at 60'. The tip can be folded back so that the
Probe can be carried in a pocket or the belt-carrying
case provided with the instrument.

A Reallnstrument
This hand-held instrument is a true digital multimeter with three digits of readout plus a "1" for 10%
overranging. The most sensitive range for both ac
and dc measurements is 100 mV full scale with
0.1 mV resolution. Although the input is protected
up to 1000 V, for safety reasonsthe maximum input
voltage is specified at 500 V.
The accuracy of readings is better than 1% for dc
voltages and between 2 and 5% for ac. The input
Cover: Thehand-held digital multimeter-a concept
that's been in the back of
many an engineer's mind
ever sinceintegratedcircuits
w e n t l a r g e - s c a l e - h a sb e come a reality. Doing it required more than an integrated circuit, however; it required a combination of technologiesas described here. (Zero is added to 3-digit display
here to indicaterange.)
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Fig. 1. Model 970A DigitalMultimeterwas designedfor convenienthand-held operation.The user needs only to se/ect
the desired function and press the power switch (the long,
flat bar) to take a reading; the instrumentautomaticallyse/ects the right measurementrange.
impedance

is 10 megohms

paralleled

by less than

30 pF. The ac frequency range is up to 3500 Hz,
wide enough for power line and most voice-channel measurements.
As an ohmmeter, the new multimeter has fullscale ranges from 1 to 10,000 kilohms with a resolution of 1 ohm on the lowest range. The accuracy of
ohms readings is better than 2o/o.In all functions,
the instrument displays a reading in less than 2 seconds after the switch is pressed (to speed this up,
it starts at mid-range and then ranges in the appropriate direction). In continuous operation, it makes
3 readings per second.
The Ni-Cad batteries that power the instrument
can operate continuously for a minimum of 2lz
hours before needing recharge, but by pressing the
switch only when a reading needs to be taken, the
user can make at least 2000 readings on one charge.
The power switch has a lock position for those occasions when continuous monitoring may be desired.
For recharge, the batteries slip out of the instrument and into a charger that plugs into a wall outlet
(seeFig. 12 ). Where heavy use is anticipated, an extra set can be obtained so one set can be recharging
while the other is used in the instrument.
Design Philosophy
The original objective at the start of the design
phase was to design a 3%-digit multimeter at the

lowest possible cost consistent with traditional Hp
dependability. As the circuit design evolved it became apparent that the circuits could be contained
within a surprisingly small space at modest cost, using recently-developed monolithic and thin-film
hybrid integrated-circuit technologies. Thus, a
hand-held, self-contained instrument was a possible configuration to be considered.
Other than the obvious operating conveniences,
other advantages would accrue from a hand-held
configuration. Since the display would be close to
the point of measurement, it would not have to be
read from a distance and therefore could be small
and more economical. The miniature LED display
developed for the HP hand-held calculators was
ideal for this situation, and it uses less power than a
larger display. Since the display could be in line and
close to the point of measurement, a press-to-read
type of operation could be used to further conserve
power. Hence smaller batteries could be used. It
was decided, then, to place project emphasis on providing the multimeter capability in a hand-held instrument.
Many shapes and configurations were evaluated.
The elliptical cross-section was adopted as this fits
the hand comfortably while providing a tactile clue
as to the orientation of the instrument. In keeping
with the concept of hand-held convenience, the
case surface is textured to minimize slippage. The
problem of where to place a multi-position function
switch was solved by development of the "watchband" switch. The power switch was designed as a
bar that can be operated along most of its length.
This, plus the invertible display and swiveled

Fig. 2, S/ide switch adjacent to the display inverts the numerals so readings can be taken with the probe upside down.
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probe tip, allows the instrument to be used conveniently in a variety of positions. To protect the user
against accidental contact to high voltages, the instrument was designed so there are no exposed metallic parts anywhere on the instrument, except for
the probe tip and the ground clip.
lnside
The Probe Multimeter is an integrating digital
voltmeter that employs the widely-used dual-slope
technique to derive a digital display from a dc voltage. Although described recently in this publication1, the description is repeatedhere for the sake of
completeness.
With referenceto the timing diagram of Fig. 3, at
time t, the unknown input voltage V6 is applied to
the integrator. CapacitorC1 then chargesat a rate proportional to Vio.
The counter starts totalizing clock pulses at time
t, and when a predetermined number of clock pulses
has been counted, the control logic switches the integrator input to V""1,&known voltage with a polarity
opposite to that of V6. This is at time tr. Capacitor C1 now dischargesat a rate determined bY V."r'
The counter is reset at time t, and again it counts
clock pulses, continuing to do so until the comparator indicates that the integrator output has returned
to the starting level, stopping the count. This is at
time tr.
The count retained in the counter is proportional
to the input voltage. This is becausethe time taken
for capacitor C1 to discharge is proportional to the
charge acquired, which in turn is proportional to the
input voltage. The number in the counter is then displayed to give the measurementreading.

Flg. 3. Digital-to-analog conversion by the dual-slope technique
is essentia//y a voltage-to-time
conversion with digital measurement of the resulting time interval.

The attractive characteristic of this technique is
that many of the variables are self-cancelling' For
example, long-term changes in the clock rate or in
the characteristicsof the integrator amplifier, resistor, or capacitor affect both the charge and discharge cycles alike. Considerable long-term deviation from normal values can be tolerated without introducing errors.
Also, since the input voltage is integrated during
the up slope, the final charge on C1 is proportional
to the averagevalue of the input during the charge
cycle. Noise and other disturbances are thus averaged out and have a reduced effect on the measurement. In particular, by making the charging cycle
equal to an integral number of power line cycles'
the effect of any power line hum is reduced by a substantial amount.
The Overview
A block diagram of the new multimeter is shown
in Fig. 4. The input is applied to amplifier A1,
which has feedback resistors that can be switched
to change gain and hence the sensitivity range. The
10-megohm resistor in series with the input, besides being an essential part of the amplifier configuration, also provides protection against high input voltages.
The offsets in the amplifiers and integrator are
compensatedfor by an autozero technique similar
to that used in other HP digital multimeters.l |ust
prior to the integration cycle (seeFig. 4), MOSFET
switches disconnect the input signal and connect a
matching 10-megohmresistor to the input of amplifier A1. In the autozero mode, the comparator operates as a high-gain amplifier and a feedbackloop is
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Fig.4. Simplified block diagram of Model 970A Digital Multimeter. Except for the FIJNCTION
switch, all ffie swrlches shown here are MOSFETswtches on the main monolithic lC chio.

closed around the input amplifier, integrator, and
comparator, charging the autozero capacitor C2 to a
voltage that compensates for the offset voltages in
the entire feedback loop. When the input is reconnected to amplifier A1, the feedbackto C2 is disconnected but the charge on C2 remains during the
measurement to cornpensate for the offsets. The autozero circuit thus eliminates the requirement for a
zero-adjustpotentiometer.
Following the input amplifier, dc voltages are applied to the integrator for conversion to digital
form. A number of changes were made, however, to
the standard dual-slope integration to enhance the
operation of the Probe Multimeter. For example, by
using an integration time of 1/6 second on some
ranges rather than 1/60 second (1/5 and 1/S0second
in European versions), sensitivity can be increased
by a factor of tO. Then, only three range resistors,
providing 100:1 steps, are needed in the input amplifier with switching of the integration time to
give the 10:1 range steps. This reduces the number
of resistors and interconnections required in the
feedback loop around the input amplifier.
With referenceto the logic diagram of Fig. S , operation of the A-to-D converter is as follows.
The counter is a modulus 3000 counter. which is

used to provide qualifying signals to the control logic as well as to help perform the analog-to-digital
conversion. The counter is counting at time tq and
the control logic maintains the autozero mode until the counter reaches the point at which either
159 or 1590 counts are left before it resets,depending on whether the range requires the short integration time (159 counts) or the long integration time
(1590 counts). The integrator is then connected to
the input amplifier and the integrator output ramps
either up or down, depending on the polarity of the
input signal.
When the counter reaches 3000 counts, the comparator output is sampled to determine whether
the positive or negative reference voltage is to be
connected to the integrator to return the output voltage to the starting level. When the comparator output is negative, the integrator output voltage goes in
a positive direction when the reference voltage is
connected, and the minus sign appears in the display. If the comparator output voltage is positive,
the integrator output will decrease in a negative
direction, and the minus sign will not appear.
When the comparator output voltage goes
through zero volts and changes sign, the counter
reading is tested for greater-than 1100 counts. If the
5
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measurements.
for resistance
Fig.6.lnputconfiguration
C3. full-wave rectification is used. This is accomplished with inverter ,{3, which overrides the output of A2 on positive-going signal excursions at its
output.
Resistancesare measured by supplying a 1-volt
reference signal to the input amplifier through a
range resistor and configuring the amplifier to
place the unknown as the feedback resistor, as
shown in Fig.6 . The amplifier output is proportional to the ratio of the unknown resistance to the
range resistor.
To protect the ohms circuit from inadvertant application of an external voltage, a series resistor
protects the input and it also acts as a fuse for voltages greater than 130 volts. This resistor is clipmounted to the circuit board so that it can be replaced
easily without soldering.

Fig. 5. F/ow diagram of control logic in Multimetet's analogto-digital converter.

counter output is greater than 1100 counts, the instrument is up-ranged one range and resequenced
through an integrator recovery phase, to re-zero the
integrator, and then sequenced to the autozero
phase to repeat the measurement.
If the count is less than 1100 counts, the counter
output is transferred to the display and is tested for
less than 100 counts. If the count is less than 100,
the instrument is down-ranged one range, and resequenced through the integrator recovery and autozero phases.
MultimeterOperation
Ac voltages are rectified to derive a dc voltage
proportional to the average value of the ac waveform calibrated to the rms value for a sine wave,
and the resulting dc voltage is applied to the integrator. To minimize the size of the filter capacitor

PowerSupply
A single 10-volt battery pack supplies all power
for operation of the multimeter. Positive and negative referencevoltages are establishedby tying the
ground to a tap in a resistive divider that spans the
battery (Fig. 7 ). Actually, three ground reference
points are established:(1) analog circuit ground; (2)
Iogic circuit ground; and (s) LED display ground.
Separation of the analog circuit ground from the
other grounds is necessaryto prevent digital circuit
transients from interfering with operation of the analog circuits, and to provide proper voltages for
MOS switching.
As shown in the diagram, the analog and logic
grounds are isolated from the resistive divider by
operational amplifiers that provide low impedance
sources for the ground circuits. The voltage across
the resistive divider is maintained constant
through all useful levels of battery charge by a
zener diode with a thermistor providing compensation for the temperature characteristicsof the zener.
If the zener voltage should drift with age, it can be
compensatedfor with the potentiometer provided.
This is the only circuit adjustment required in the
entire instrument.
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Fig. 8. As much of the circuitry as posslb/e was placed on
one custom-made monolithic lC chip. This chip has 40 flipflops, 19 MOSFETswtches and abdrt 3500 bits of ROM.
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Fig. 7. Power supply isolates analog circuit ground from
other grorrnds to minimize coupling of transients.

The LED display circuits work directly from the
battery. As the battery charge depletes,the LED display dims and finally becomesunreadable, indicating that the battery needs recharging. The accuracy
of readings is affected by only 7 or 2 counts in the
least significant digit when the battery level is too
low for a readable display, so this is a practical
way to indicate the need for battery recharging.
Putting lt All Together
Circuit simplification was a key factor in making
the Probe Multimeter feasible. One step taken was
to do as much digitally as possible becausedigital
circuits can be implemented very inexpensively.
For example, digital comparison, rather than analog comparison, is used to trigger autorange
changes.
As much of the circuitry as possible was put on
one monolithic integrated circuit, a 1b0 x 170 mil
chip [3.9 x 4.3 mm) made by an N-MOS process
developed for the 4096-bit ROM's used in HP calculators. This chip (Fig. 8) includes the counters,
buffer storage,code conversion for the display, dis-

play scanner, autorange circuits, several ROM's
that store the programs needed to operate the multimeter (approximately 3500 bits are stored in ROM),
and most of the analog switching.
A distinct advantage of placing all of the digital
circuitry on a single chip is the large reduction in
the number of interconnections required. This is
particularly true in the case of the analog switches
required for the analog-to-digital conversion and
autoranging. The simplified circuit in Fig. 9
shows how this is accomplished. All of the MOSFET gates as well as many of the sources and drains
are connected internally on the MOS chip. Only
three mechanical switches are required to operate
the instrument: the power switch, function switch,
and display invert switch. The remaining 19
switches are on the MOS chip.
As much as possible of the remaining circuitry
was put on a 28 x 38 mm thin-film hybrid circuit
(Fig. 10 ). This includes six operational amplifiers
(three chips, each with two op amps), the comparator, one chip with the two input FET's, the bipolar
current amplifier that drives the display, four diode
chips (rectifiers and protection diodes), capacitor
chips, high-value resistor chips, and tantalum-nitride thin-film resistors.
For resistors with values higher than is practical
with this thin-film process (greaterthan 60k ohms),
resistor chips bonded to the substrateare used if the
value is not critical, e.g. a pull-up resistor. But
where accuracy and stability are required, such as
in the high-value range resistors, discrete resistors
mounted on a circuit board are used. To minimize
size and cost, resistors with accuracies specified
within 1% were chosen, rather than the larger high-

Flg.9. Simplified diagram of the
input amplifier and integratot input shows how MOSFET
swtches are used. Only ten external connections ate required
for eight swrlches.

precision resistors. However, a small-value thinfilm resistor is in serieswith each of these resistors,
and the thin-film resistors are laser trimmed to give
the series combination the 0.1% accuracy desired.
The thin-film resistorshave a stability of o.ot% per
year and a temperature coefficient of approximately
-75 ppmfC.
Resistortrimming on the thin-film substrateis accomplished by a computer-controlled laser trim system. The value of a tantalum-nitride thin-film resistor is increased in steps by opening selected gold
shorting bars placed across small and medium size
resistive segmentsof the resistor. By this method, a
resistor can be trimmed in a few seconds to an
accuracy of 0.01%.An entire circuit can be functionally calibrated by actively trimming resistors to
compensatefor parameters such as amplifier gain,
input offset voltages, and so on. In addition to trim-
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Amplltl.B

ming resistors,the computer-controlled system pretests the substrateand printed-circuit board prior to
trimming, and functionally tests the entire circuit
after trim.
The printed-circuit board [Fig.11 ) also holds the
LED display cluster, large-value,high-voltage capacitors, power supply zener diode and its compensating thermistor, powet supply trimmer pot, and the
power switch, as well as the thin-film substrate.
Computer or calculator controlled tests are performed at various stagesin the production process,
beginning with evaluation of the MOS chip and finishing with evaluation of the completed instrument. These automated tests are far more thorough
than would be economically feasible with manual
point-by-point tests and are a major contribution towards the realization of quality at low cost.
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Fig. 10. ThinJilm hybrid circuit contains the stable, lasertrimmed reslstors and also serves as a high-density inter'
connect for the other circuits.

Fig. 11. Thin-film hybrid circuit manntson the back side of the
printed-cicuit board that holds discrete components. All ot
the multimeter's electrical components, except for the battery and the invert-display switch are shown here.

SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model

970A

Digilal

General

l,lultimeter

A/D CONVEnSION:Dual slope.
BANGING: A!lomatic.
SAUPIE nATE: 3/second.
OvEnRANGE:10%.
OPERATIf,G TEtrPEAATUBE nANGEi 0' C to {0' C.
P O W E S : B e c h a r g e a b l eb a i l e r i e s .
WPICAL OPEAATING rluE (tully charsed bailery):2.5 hou,s con-

+0.5% ol range)

DC Voltmeter
n A N G E S T0 . 1 V , 1 V , 1 0 v , 1 0 0 v , 1 0 0 0 V , ( 5 o o v m a x i n p u t ) .
(20. c ro 30. c):
accui^cY
110.7ol" or readinq + 0.2.h ol ango).
l f , P U r F E S I S T A N C E :1 0 M { 1 ,1 5 % .
INPUt PnOrECrlOt: <t000 v Fak.
lEtPEnATunE
COEFFICIEf,T: J(005% of readjng + O.O2% ol

+0.5% of,ange)
f N P U r f U P E O A N C E :l 0 M Q l ! 5 o ) / / < - 3 0 p F .
ItPUr PnOfECTIOf,: a1000 V peak.
]ETPERATURE COEFFICIEXT: 1(005o/. or r€ading +

O.O5% ot

Ohmmeler
AC Voltmele.
nAf,GES: 0.1 V. 1 v, 10 V, 100 v. 10@ V (5oo v hs

sine wave max

nESPONSE: Besponds to arerage vatue ot input wavetorm: cati,
braled lo the rms vatue tor sine waves.
A C C U R A C Y( 2 0 ' C l o 3 0 ' C ) :

F A N G E S : 1 i A , 1 0 k l l , 1 0 0 k A , 1 0 0 0 k 9 . 1 0 . 0 0 0k 0 .
ACCUFACY (20' C to 30' C): (11.5% ol rcading + o.2Ao ot 6nge).
ITPUT VOLIAGE PnOTECTION kesistor rused); <115 V rms tor up
lo 1 minule. <250 V .ms lor uo lo l0 seconds.
TEIPEFATUAE COEFFICIEf,T: a(0.0sol. ot readins + OO2./" ol
rans6)/" c.
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A PortableHigh-ResolutionCounterfor
Measurements
Low-Frequency
Thissnap-onfunctionalmodulefor thelow-cost5300Meaof frequensuringSystemmakessix-digitmeasurements
help
features
ciesbetween0.833Hz and 2 MHz.Specia/
problems.
measurement
so/vemanylow-frequency
by Kenneth J. MacLeod

cording measurements is standard on the 5300A
Mainframe, and analog output can be added by including the 5311,\ Digital-to-Analog Converter modul e.2

I=IIRECT FREQUENCY COUNTERS provide a simlJple
and accurate means of measuring the frequencies of electrical signals in the range from a few
kilohertz to hundreds of megahertz. However, they
suffer from reduced resolution at frequencies below
this range. This is an unavoidable consequence of
simply counting the number of periods of the signal
during some gate time, typically one second. At 60
kHz, for example, the display will read 60000l-1
in a one second measurement, but at 60 Hz the reading will be only 60-f 1. The -r1 count uncertainty
is caused by the random phase of the input signal at
the time the gate opens.
Model 53074 High-Resolution Counter (Fig, 1) is
designed for users who need to measure low frequencies with higher resolution than is possible
with direct counters, without resorting to longer
measurement times. The new counter is a snap-on
functional module for the 5300 Measuring System.1'2 In less than one second it counts any input
frequency from 5 Hz Io 2 MHz (or 0.833 Hz to 166
kHz in counts/minute mode) and displays a six-digit answer with appropriate decimal point and annunciator lights.
Because many of its potential users are outside
the electronics laboratory, the new counter is designed to be easy to operate, even by someone not
skilled in electronics. The counter is fully autoranging. For simple measurements, none of the frontpanel buttons need be pressed and the sensitivity
knob may be left in the fully clockwise position. If a
frequency below 5 Hz is connected to the input, the
gate light will blink slowly and the display will
show 000000, clearly indicating an underrange condition.
As part of the 5300 Measuring System, the new
counter is portable and has a rugged case. It is small
and light, and can be battery powered using the
5310A Battery Pack.l Digital (BCD) output for re-

Solutions to Low-FrequencyProblems
Low-frequency measurements have their own

Countersnapsonto the
Fig. 1. Model 5307A High-Resolutton
six-digit 53004 MeasuringSystemmarnframe.The combination measureslow frequenciesmuch more rapidly than a drrect frequencycounter for a given accuracy and resolution.
A counts-per-minutemode is useful in many lowJrequency
aaalications.

10

Flg. 2. lnput citcuit design provi des flexible signal conditionin g.
Two-step measurement cycle
consisfs of a multiple-periodaverage measutement tollowed
by calculation of the reciprocal
of the average period. The counter is autoranging, automatically
selecting the number of periods
to be averaged.

special problems, and the 5307A Counter is designed to offer solutions to these problems.
Unlike higher frequencies,which are universally
expressedin counts per second, or hertz, lower frequencies are often expressedin counts per minute.
Therefore the 53074 has a front-panel pushbutton
that causesthe frequency to be displayed in counts
per minute. This button also reduces the lower limit of the measurable frequency range from 5 Hz to
50 counts/min (0.833 Hz). The counts/min mode
makes the counter especially convenient for cardiology and tachometry; direct readings from a pacemaker can be displayed in beats per minute, and
the output of any sensor that generatesone pulse
per revolution can be displayed in revolutions per
minute.
Signal conditioning requirements at low frequencies are also somewhat special. Becausethe output
levels of some sensors are quite low, the new
counter has 10 mV rms input sensitivity. The input
is ac coupled directly to a high-sensitivity FET
Schmitt trigger [Fie. Z). Ac coupling makes triggering independent of any dc signal component, while
elimination of the usual separateFET buffer amplifier provides exceptional freedom from the overshoot and ringing occasionally seen in ac-only input amplifiers.
Complex waveshapes and noisy signals are also
more common in the low-frequency environment.
To attenuate interfering high-frequency noise,
either of two low-pass single-pole filters may be seIected by front-panel pushbuttons. These filters
have upper 3 dB frequencies of 100 Hz and 10 kHz,
11

and rolloffs of zo dB per decade.They greatly reduce
the triggering ambiguity causedby noise, an important consideration if only a few periods are being
averaged.This improvement is shown in Fig. 3.
The sensitivity knob may also be used to improve
triggering in the presenceof noise. Fully clockwise,
the sensitivity control sets the trigger level at *10
mV; fully counterclockwise the trigger level is
2.5V. For finer adjustments at the 10 mV end, the
position of the sensitivity knob has a logarithmic
rather than a linear relationship to the trigger level.
The trigger level and slope are switched to negative
values when the negative trigger button is pressed.
Very-highJevel signals are also common in lowfrequency measurements. For example, ac power
mains usually have a frequency of b0, 00, or 400 Hz.
The 5307A is well suited to measuring these frequencies,and will withstand up to 300V with the attenuator +100 button pressed.This front panel button also raises the trigger levels to a higher lange,
1V to 250V. Note that ac mains measurementsshould
always be made using an isolation transformer at the
5307A input and observing proper safety precautions.
InternalControls
In addition to these problem-solving front-panel
controls, two internal controls are useful under certain conditions. The first is a pulse-width adjustment. This control varies the pulse width of the input one-shot multivibrator. Its effect is to provide a
variable delay after triggering, during which no
further triggering can occur. There are two ranges

Fig. 3. To eliminate highlrequency noise that might cause
triggering errors, the 5307A
user can se/ecf one of two builtrn /ow-passtilters.The filtershave
upper 3 dB frequencies of 100
Hz and 10 kHz and rolloffs ot
20 dB per decade.

Measured Perlod Without Fllter
Perlod With Fllter
Actual Period

achieve Iock at frequencies below a few tens of
hetIz, and track over a frequency range of only
about 20:1. The latter problem requires that multiple range switches be used, and may cause signals
outside of the selectedrange to be measured incorrectly with no clear indication of error. These units
are also not suitable for measuring aperiodic or random inputs.
A third possibility for improving resolution is to
measurethe period of one or more cycles of the unknown. This requires the user to calculate the reciprocal of the period.

of delay, 0.35 trr,sto 3.5 tcs and 1 ms to 10 ms. One
situation in which delay is useful is when ringing
follows the pulse to be counted, as shown in Fig. 4.
The delay avoids false triggering by causing the
counter to ignore the ringing.
The second internal control is the alternate range
switch. This switch, in its normal position, allows
the 53074 to change ranges automatically at every
decadepoint. In either of the other two positions, it
suppressesalternate range changes. The user can
elect to suppresseither even-numberedor odd-nurnbered range changes.
This feature is convenient when the 5307A is being used to measure a varying frequency that frequently crossesa range-changepoint. It is also specifically designed to reduce the number of range
changes when the Model 53114 Digital-to-Analog
Converter module is used. When the 5300A and
5307A are snappedapart to allow the 5311A to be
inserted between them, the alternate range switch
is conveniently exposed.The 5311,t provides an analog output of the 5307A display, which can be
used to drive a strip-chart recorder or to supply the
feedbackvoltage for a closed-Ioop control system.

Two-StepSystem
The method chosen for the 53074 is a two-step

ObtainingHigh Resolution
There are several methods for improving resolution at low frequencies.A longer gate time may be
used, but only at the expenseof frequent readings.
A frequency multiplier may be used to produce a
higher-frequency signal related to the input signal.
This technique is usually implemented with a
phase-lockedloop. Such units typically are slow to
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Fig.4. Adjustable pulse width of the output monostablemultivibrator in the 5307A trigger circuit ls usefu/ for eliminating
false triggering in the presence of ringing.

system [FiS. s). First, a period average of the input
signal is measured, and then the reciprocal of the
period averageis calculated and displayed. During
the first step, a six-digit period counter counts an internal referencefrequency derived from the 10 MHz
crystal oscillator in the 5300A mainframe.
The period average counter is active during 2 x
10" periods of the input signal. Using the facilities
for autoranging built into the mainframe, the
5307A automatically selects n to averagefrom 2 to
200,000 periods (n : 0 to 5). Thus the averageperiod of any input frequency from 5 Hz to 2 MHz (or
from 50 counts/min to 107 counts/min) can be measured to an accuracy of at least 1 x 10-5. The value
of n is stored and used to control the position of the
decimal point for the next display.
After the first step is complete, the period measurement still must be converted to frequency for
display, that is, the reciprocal must be taken (frequency = 1/period).This could be accomplished by
BCD division, as is done in the 53234 Automatic
Counter.3'aBut instead a method was chosen that
takes the reciprocal of the period measurementby
using hardware that is already built into the 5300A
mainframe and the period averagecounter itself.
To implement this method, a digitally programmable frequency generator [PFG) is used. The PFG
has six digits of static BCD programming inputs
from the period averagecounter, a single reference
frequency input, and a single variable frequency
output. For each 106 pulses at the reference input,
it generatesas many pulses at the output as are specified by the six static BCD digits. For example, if
the BCD programming inputs are 723456, the PFG
will produce 723,456 output pulses for each million referencepulses. More details on the operation
of the PFG are given in the box on page 14.
The time base unit in the 5300A divides the PFG
output frequency by 105, and the result is used to
open and close the display gate. The display counts
the 10 MHz referencefrequency during the time the
display gate is open. When the gate closes,the display counter contains the frequency of the input signal scaled by a factor of 10", and the previously
stored value of n is used to set the proper decimal
point and annunciator.
Becausethe PFG output frequency is proportional to the period averageof the input signal, the average period of the PFG output is proportional to the
input signal frequency. The second step of the
53074 measurementis equivalent to measuring the
averageof 105 periods of the PFG output. Thus the
second step produces a number equal to the frequency of the input signal.
The reciprocation scheme has a worst-case error
of t3 x 10-5, and this is the basic accuracy specifi-
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Step 1
Autoranglng
Measurem€nt
ot Period
Averageof
InputSignal

Step2
Measurement
of Period
Averageof
PFGOutput

Fig. 5. Algorithm for the two-step frequency measurement.
After the average period of the input signal is measured, the
programmable frequency generator produces a frequency
proportional to this average period. This frequency is then inverted to find the input frequency by measuring the average
period of the PFG output.

Operation of the Digital ProgramrnaH*
Frequency Generator
The PFG uses digital logic to generatean output pulse train
that has an averagefrequencyequal to a fractionof the input
referencefrequency.The fractionis specifiedby the BCD programminginputs.
The PFG is a type of decimal rate multipliers.As an example of PFG operation,considerthe one-digitPFG shown in the
drawing. For each group of ten pulses of the referencefrequency, this circuit producesfrom zero to nine output pulses,
under control of the BCD programminginput. Outputs A, B,
C, and D of the BCD decade counterare used by the converting logic to generatewaveformsW, X, Y, and Z, which are in
the logic "1" state during one, two, four, and eight clock times
out of ten, respectively.These waveformsare then selectively
combined in the combining logic to produce a waveformthat
is in the logic "'1" statefrom zero to nine clock times out of ten.
This output controlsthe gating of referencefrequencypulses
from inputto output.In the drawing,a BCD 6 (0110) at the programminginput causes six referencefrequencypulses out of
ten to be passed throughthe pulse gate to the output.

The 53074 uses a six-digitPFG built around a six-digitdecade counter.The output for each decade is formed as in the
one-digit case, and all six outputs are multiplexedonto one
line. Since each decade produces only zero to nine pulses
out of a possibleten, there is one state in which it never oroduces a pulse. This state, by design, is the "9" state for all
six decades. Thus each time the first decade is in the "9"
state, a pulse from the second decade can be multiplexed
onto the output line. Similarly,a pulse from the third decade
can be output each time the first two decades are in the "99"
state, and so on for each succeeding decade.
To reduce package count and power consumption, the
53074 has only one digit of convertingand combining logic,
and multiplexesthe six decade countersto it, in the order outlined above.
Whilethe spacing of the output pulses is generallynot uniform, the averageperiod over 105pulses is very accurate,typicallyto one part in 10s,and the 5307A'saccuracy is dependent only on the time taken to generate 105pulses.

BCD
Decade

Converting

c;;i";01234s6

BCO
Programming
lnput
0110
0123456789

Combining
Logic

Reterence
Frequency

0123456789

cation of the counter for pulse inputs. Fig. 6 compares the accuracy specification of the 53074 measurement with the accuracy of a one-seconddirect
frequency count for pulse and sine-wave inputs.
This method of taking the reciprocal makes optimum use of the capabilities of the mainframe and
the period counter. In the mainframe, it uses the
crystal oscillator output for its referencefrequency,
the programmable time base divider to count 105
PFG output pulses, and the display counter to
count the final answer. In the 5307A, it uses the six
decadesof the period average counter as the heart
of the PFG. To allow this dual use of the decades,
the results of the first step are stored in a small random accessmemory before the second step begins.
Such economy of hardware was necessary to
meet the power and package size constraints of the
portable, battery-powered 5300 System. Lowpower TTL MSI circuits were used wherever possi14

ble in the logic sections to minimize power consumption.
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BANGE: Hz mode 5 Hz to 2 MHz.
CPM mods 50 to 10 M counts/minute (0.833 Hz to 166
kHz).
S E N S I T I V I T Y( m i n . ) :
Hz
SINEWAVES
CPM
'10
mV rms
5 Hz-1.2 MHz
120 CPM-10 MCPM
25 mV rms
1.2 MHz-2.0 MHz
50 CPM-120 CPM
PULSES
For low-duty-cycle pulses ((15%): 15 mV peak for 250 ns
pulses. 100 mV peak tor 100 ns pulses.
Basic sensitivity can be varied continuously up to 2.5 V rms by
a d i u s t i n g s e n s i t i v i t yc o n t r o l .
ATTENUATOR:+1 or +100 effectively raises basic input sensitivity by a tactor ol 100 (10 mV-2.5 V to 1 V-250 V).
LOW PASS FILTEBS:
3 dB point
100 Hz
10 kHz
Max. attenuation
60 dB
40 dB
Rollotf
20 dB Der decade
IMPEDANCE:
No filter
1 Mg shunted by <50 pF
100 Hz tilter
1 MO shunted by series of
1 0 0 k Q a n d 0 . 0 1 5p F
10 kHz tilter
1 MQ shunted by series of
100 kO and 150 oF
COUPLING: ac coupled amplifier.
OVERLOAD PROTECTION:
200 V rms below 10 kHz
2 x 1 0 6V . H z r m s t o 0 . 4 M H z
5 V rms above 0.4 MHz
W i t h + 1 0 0 a t t e n u a t o r ,3 0 0 V r m s
TRIGGER LEVEL: Selected positive or negativefor optimum triggsring lrom sinusoidalinputs or pulses.
TRIGGER HOLDOFF: Adjustable trom .35ps to 3.5ps and 1 ms to
10 ms.

FrequencyMeasurement
P E R I O D S A V E R A G E D :A u t o m a t i c a l l y s e l e c t e d f o r m a x i m u m r e s o l u t i o n . T w o p e r i o d s a r e a v e r a g e df o r s i g n a l s u p l o 1 0 0 H z . F o r e a c h
decade increase in the input signal, the number o, periods
averaged increases by a tactor of ten up to 200,000 periods
averaged above 1 MHz.
M E A S U R E M E N TT I M E : V a r i e s f r o m 3 1 2 m s t o r a d i s p l a y o f 1 7 0 0 0 0
to 815 ms for a display of 999000.
. 1 0 - s .l
A C C U R A C Y :a 3 x
trigger enor*' t time base error.
DISPLAY:
In Hz mode, Hz and MHz with automatically positioned declmal
p o in t .
In CPM mode, M with automatically positioned decimal polnt.

General
CHECK: Measures internal reference trequency. Displays 1.00000
M H z i n H z m o d e , 1 0 0 0 0 0M i n C P M m o d e .
O P E R A T I N GT E M P E R A T U R E0: ' t o 5 0 ' C .
P O W E R R E O U I R E I I i I E N T SI n: c l u d i n g 5 3 0 0 A M a i n t r a m e , n o m i n a l l y 1 0
watls.
WEIGHT:Net, 2 lb (0,9k9).
PRICES ll{ U.S.A.: Model 53074, $350. 53004 Mainframe, $395.
5310A Battery Pack, $'195. 5311A Digital{oAnalog Converter, $295.
't3
x 10's is due to reciprocation scheme and is worst case.
**Trigger error is less than t0.03% of one period + periods
averaged for sing waves with 40 dB or better signal-to-noise
rat i o.
iIANUFACTURINGDIVISION: SANTA CLARA DIVISION
5301 Stevens Creek Boulsvard
Santa Clara. California 95050 U.S.A.
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A High-SpeedPatternGeneratorand an
Error Detectorfor TestingDigitalSystems
Therate at which errorsoccur in transferring digits through
syslems operatingat bit rales as high as 150 M bitsls
can be determined by a new Error Detector working with
a new Data Generator.
by ThomasCrawford,
JamesRobertson,
JohnStinson,andlvanYoung

A S THE WORLD of electronics grows increasing.{' Ily digital, bit rates go higher and higher. In particular, growth in the demand for local ald international telephony and the need for new communications services, such as high-speed transfer of data between computer systems, is forcing an increase in
transmission capacity. Digital transmission techniques like pulse-code modulation (PCM) will play a
major role in providing this capacity.
Rapid development in these new digital systems
is resulting in a requirement for test instruments that
can accommodate the higher bit rates. Here, then, is
a new pair of instruments (Fig. f ) intended for test

and evaluation of digital systems operating at bit
rates as high as 150 Mb/s. Model 3760A Data Generator produces pseudorandom bit patterns up to
32,767 bits in length as a stimulus for the system under test. Model 3761,A Error Detector generates an
identical pattern internally, compares it bit by bit
with the output of the system under test, and determines the rate at which errors occur.
Error rate is the important performance criterion
in evaluating a digital transmission system. This
kind of test could also be applied to digital magnetic recorders, memory systems, and some logic systems. A number of conveniences have been built in-

Fig.1. Model 37604 Data Generator(lowerunit) suppliesa variety of bit patterns that are useful
for testing digital systems and logic operations. Model 3761A
Error Detector detects errors introduced into the data generator's
p s e u d o r a n d o m s e q u e n c e sb y
equipment under test, and measures fhe rate at which errors
occur.
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Flg.2. Model 37604 Data Generator supplies digital sequences
to a systern at the point where the
information is normally in binary
form. Model 3761A checks the sequence at the output before any
decoding occurs.

to these instruments to make them easier to operate
and also to broaden their usefulnessin the development lab and on the production line, as well as in
the field.
Bit Error Rate
A typical application for these instruments is
shown in Fig. 2. The Model 37604 Data Generator
stimulates the system at any point where the information is normally in binary form. The Model
376LA checks the binary stream at the output of the
systemand counts the number of times that its internally generated bit sequence differs from that received. At the sametime, it counts system clock periods so that it can determine the bit error rate (BER),
the ratio of number of bits in error to number of bits
transmitted. It continuously updates this information, presenting it on its digital display.
Test Signals
For best correlation between actual system performance and bit-error-rate measurements,the test signals should resemble normal information-carrying
signals. In a typical PCM system, information from
many independent sources is time-multiplexed to
form a composite signal with a high bit rate. As the
number of sources is increased,the statistics of the
nominal aggregatesignal more and more resemble
those that would be obtained from a truly random
noise source.
The 3760A13767Ameasurement system uses
pseudorandombinary sequencesgeneratedby shift registerswith feedbacktaps. Since the statisticalnature
of a pseudorandombinary sequenceis very close to
that of a truly random pulse stream,this makesthe test
signal resembletypical signals,but it also enablesthe
error detector to generatebit sequencesidentical to
those of the data generator.
Model 3760A Data Generatorproducespseudorandom sequencesin nine different lengths selectable
from 7 bits to 92,767bits long. The shorter lengths are
useful for debugging and for situations where it is
desirableto observethe entire bit stream on an oscil17

loscope. The long sequencesare more like typical
signals.A sync pulse is generatedonce per sequence
repetition to make it easy to synchronize an oscilloscope or other equipment to the bit pattern.
The new data generator also generates digital
words up to 10 bits long for testing logic systemsor
for reproducing key system code words. A bank of
front-panel switches allows a choice of any bit pattern for thesewords. Here too, a sync pulse is genetated once per word.
The switches for selecting the digital word also
select the point in the pseudorandom sequences
where the sync pulse occurs. This arrangementpermits the operatorto shift the sync pulse along the sequence so he can observethe effect of every part of a
Iong sequencein detail with an oscilloscope.
Runs of zerosup to 99 bits long can be inserted between repetitions of the words or pseudorandomsequences. These are useful for checking clock-recovery circuits that extract timing signals directly
from the data stream. Such circuits tend to fail
when pulse transitions do not occur frequently. Or,
a run of zeros may be inserted following a run of 1's
to test for dc shift in the system under test.
The instrument can also generate an alternating
bit sequence,1010...,where a maximum number of
transitions may be wanted.
Deliberate errors can be inserted into the data
generator's pseudorandom sequencesto check the
operation of the error detector. When operated in
the "add errol" mode, the data generator replaces
two consecutive bits with their complements once
every 4000 sequences.This correspondsto an error
rate of 7.1 x 7o-s to 1.5 x 10-8,dependingupon the
sequencein use.
Normally the data generator operates with clock
pulses supplied from the equipment being tested,
but it may also be equipped with an internal clock
generator.The data generatorin turn produces output clock pulses in synchronism with the clock
source but gives the operator control over amplitude (0.1 to 3.2V), offset 1+3y) and polarity. To
accommodate differing propagation delays in the

cablesthat connect the data generatorto the system
under test, the data stream may be delayed up to
100 ns with respectto the clock to ensurethe correct
phaserelationship between the data and the clock at
the system input.
To match the requirements of the system under
test, the operator has control over the pulse characteristics of the data stream. He can select either
the RZ format (return-to-zeto, constant width
pulses) or NRZ format (non-return-to-zero,output
goes high on a "1" and stays there until the next
"0" occurs). The width of the RZ pulses is determined by the width of the input clock pulses at the
triggering level.
The operator also has a choice of amplitude, offset, and polarity for the output data, the same as for
the clock pulses. Input and output impedances are
50O in the standard instrument but 75O is available
as an option.
A second data output, delayed a fixed number of
clock pulses with respect to the main data output,
is available as an option. In the PRBSmode, the two
outputs are effectively uncorrelated (first-order)
and are therefore useful for checking out the operation of the diplexers and other modulators and demodulators used in digital radios. The delayed output has the same amplitude and offset capabilities
as the main output.

error rate [BER).The BER display consistsof two digits plus a power of ten in a range of 0.t x 10-e to
9.9 x 10-1.
If the operator prefers to know the total errors,
rather than have an indication of bit error rate, he
may switch to a "count" mode, which totals errors
up to 9999. He may choose to use this mode if errols occur at a very low rate, in which casehe may
not want to wait for the accumulation of the more
than 100 errors needed for automatic BER computation. The time during which errors are counted may
be controlled manually by a front-panel switch, externally through a TTL compatible input, or internally. The duration of the internal gate is selected
by a front-panel switch.
Besidesthe front-panel numerical indication, the
error detector outputs the numerical values in BCD
form for a digital recorder. It also outputs a pulse
whenever an error is detected. for use in further statistical processing.

The Error Detector
Model 3761A Error Detector accepts two inputs:
the data stream to be examined, and clock pulses
derived either from clock recovery or other external circuits, or directly from the data generator.The
clock input has oscilloscope-typetriggering controls
to accommodatea variety of clock pulse amplitudes
and offsets.A front-panel indicator lights up to show
when proper triggering is achieved.
To make sure that the clock pulses do not sample
the data stream on data bit edges,which would result in ambiguous operation, a variable phase control is provided. The operator needs only to adjust
the phase control until a front-panel lamp lights up.
This lamp turns off when transitions occur too
closely.
With the clock trigger and phase controls set properly, all that remains is to set the pseudorandom
sequenceto the same length as the data generator.
Although alignment of a locally-generatedpseudorandom sequencewith the transmitted sequencehas
been a troublesomeprocedure with closed-loopshift
registers, alignment occurs automatically with the
new error detector, requiring no intervention by the
operator.
To ensure statistical significance, at least 100 errors must occur before the system will display bit18

PseudorandomSequenceGeneration
The heart of the Model 3760A Data Generatoris a
high-frequency 15-stage shift register that uses a
feedback configuration similar to that in the Model
1930A PRBSGeneratorl,as shown in Fig. 3. Feeding
the shift register output back into the register
through exclusive-OR gates alters the contents of
the data stream as it passes through. By proper
choice of the stageswhere feedbackis introduced, a
maximal length pseudorandomsequenceis generated. A maximal length sequenceis one where all possible combinations of N 1's and 0's (exceptall 0's) is
generated without repeating any combination,

Binary
Sequence

Clock puls€s

Fig. 3. A typical PRBSgenerctor. This one has three active
stages and feedback to two points to give a maximal length
sequence of 7 bits (23 - 1). Models 3760A and 3761A have
75 stages with gates from the feedback tap line to estab/ish
the number of active slages and the points where feedback
is introduced.

the number of stagesand the proper feedbacktaps
for generating a maximal length sequencefor that
number of stages.The minimum is 3 stages,which
gives a 7-bit sequence,and the maximum is 15
stages, which gives a 32,767-bft sequence.
A sequencesync pulse is generatedwhenever the
contents of the shift register match the contents of
the front-panel WORD switch register (the data
stream output, howevet, is delayed one bit with respect to the sync pulse). It should be noted, though
that following a sync pulse the data streamout of the
register is not the same as the sync word selected.
This is becausethe contents of the shift register are
altered by the feedback taps as the word is shifted
through. To aid the user in setting the sync pulse
to a particular part of a sequence,the instruction
manual contains information that relates the subsequent output sequenceto the instantaneous contents of the shift register.

The function requiredis:
D2 = or(Es'o2
= or.fr;

+61.s.02

: o, (-s+dr)+ 6, 1sor)
= o'.5 + 01.dz
+ 6''s'e,
---

= Ql*s+Ql+Q2+01+s+02

Which may be implementedas:

Fig. 4. Exclusrve-O?gate and tap-line switch in upper diagram are implemented by logic circuit in lower diagram. This
achieves minimum propagation delay.

where N is the number of stagesin the shift register. The sequencelength is 2N -1.
The configuration chosen for the shift registers in
the new instruments limits the amount of propagation delay in any feedbackloop to that of one exclusive-OR gate, as contrasted with other configurations where feedback may be processed through
two or more gates in series. An exclusive-OR gate
that includes the feedbacktap-line switch is shown
in Fig. 4. Minimum delay circuits such as this, along
with the use of high-speed emitter-coupledlogic and
stripline signal paths on multilayer circuit boards,
enable operation at clock rates up to 150 MHz.
The front-panel PRBS LENGTH switch selects
19

Modifyinga Sequence
A run of zeroesis added simply by gating off the
clock pulses to the shift register when a sequence
sync pulse occurs. A counter, preset to the number
selected by the ADD-ZERO switches, then starts
counting down clock pulses. When it reacheszero,
it reopens the clock pulse gate, restarting the register. Since zero insertion is triggered by the sequence sync pulse, zeroes can be added at any
place in a sequence by appropriate setting of the
switch register.
Deliberate errors are inserted by gating the
complement of the data stream into the output for
two clock periods. Error insertion is initiated by a
counter that counts sequencesync pulses, triggering the error-insertion circuits on the 4000th count.
When the instrument is switched to the WORD
mode, the shift register recirculates its contents
without change.Each time the word circulates back
to the starting position, a sync pulse is generatedby
the digital comparator. A low-pass filter derives a
dc voltage proportional to the averagevalue of the
sync pulse train so if sync pulses do not occur regularly, the voltage drops to zero, enabling a reset
pulse that loads the contents of the front-panel
WORD switch register into the shift register. Thus'
the front-panel register can be changed, and the
new word will be loaded automatically.
The maximum-transitionsequence(101010..")is
generatedby taking the output from a flip-flop'
The Overview
A block diagram of the Data Generator is shourn
in Fig. 5. The input signal conditioning circuit is
somewhat similar to an oscilloscopetime-basetrigger circuit and need not be discussedhere except to

(Optlonal)

Flg. 5. Simplitied block diagram
of Model 3760A Data Generator.

point out that dc coupling is used at all times so
that the trigger level will not be affected by any
changesin the clock pulses.
The trigger level determinesthe width of the output pulses when the instrument is in the RZ mode.
For example, if the clock input is a sine wave and
the trigger level is set to midrange, the RZ output
pulse width would be half the clock period. As the
trigger level is raised towards the crest of the sine
wave, the output pulses become correspondingly
narrowel.
When the "auto" trigger mode is used, the trigger
level is establishedby a circuit that taps off the input waveform, passesit through a low-pass filter to
derive the averagewaveform level, and uses the result to define the trigger level. This insures that the
trigger level is always within the swing of the input
waveform. The "auto" trigger works with any regularly recurring waveform that has a pulse width
greater than 3 ns, a mark:spaceratio between 1:10
and 10:1, and an amplitude of O.SVp-p or greater.A
front-panel indicator lights up to show that the input circuits are triggering.
The relative timing between the data and clock
pulse edgesis of concern,so provision was made for
a controllable delay between the data stream and
clock stream. Lumped delay lines give up to 90 ns
delay in switched 10-ns increments and a continuous vernier extends the maximum to 100 ns. The
vernier delay, diagrammed in Fig. 6, is also a
lumped line but it uses varactors to vary the delay.
The output circuits are conventional pulse generator type circuits affording control of amplitude,
polarity, and offset. Such flexibility was not
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deemed necessaryfor the sequencesync pulse; it is
a 1-volt positive-going pulse that has a duration
equal to one clock period, except in the "add-zero"
mode when it stays high for the duration of the zero
block. This allows an oscilloscope to trigger on
either the start or the end of a zero run according to
the trigger polarity selected.
The Bit Error Detector
A block diagram of the Model 3761A Error Detector is shown in Fig. 7. The clock input conditioning
circuits are similar to the Model 3260A Data Generator. The input for the data stream, however, always
works in the "auto" mode, with only the polarity selectable.
Becausethe data is sampled at clock pulse edges,
it is important that the data and clock pulse edgesdo
not coincide. A phase delay for the clock circuits is
therefore provided. A variable delay line similar to
that in the 37604 Data Generatoris used to give a
controllable delay up to 12 ns but when the RATE
switch is set on the 1.5 - 50 Mbits range, an RC variable phaseshifter is used (this is the only function of
the RATE switch). The front panel PHASE control
then gives delay in a range of 0 to 180" of the clock
period regordlessof the clock repetition rote. This is
accomplished by the circuit in Fig. 8.
An indication of proper phasing is needed for the
operator.This is achieved by a circuit that produces
an output pulse if a data transition occurs during
the time that a narrow guard pulse, derived from
the clock, is present (Fig. 9). A coincidence inhibits
the front-panel PHASE indicator, so as long as this
indicator is illuminated, the operator knows that

V

Delayed

,D.-

Fig. 6. Vernier delay /lne uses
varactors to change the caqacF
tance and thus the delay characterrstics of the line. Push-pull arrangement compensates for the
change of varactor bias during a
clock pulse. The line uses
or inted-circuit in d u ctors.

proper phasing is achieved.
Split DataStream
Since the error detector operates only with
pseudorandom sequences,it was possible to realize
some economiesby splitting the data stream,gating
alternate bits so two half-rate data streams are derived (Fig. 9). Economies are realized because the
cost of high-speedlogic as a function of speedrises
with a slope greaterthan 1. The properties of maximal-length PRBS's are such that each half-rate
streamretains the samestructure as the original fullrate sequence,as shown in Fig. 10. Each half-rate
shift register may then have the same feedbackconnections as the full-rate shift register in the data generator.
AutomaticSequenceSynchronization
Before errors can be detected, bit-by-bit corle-

s p o n d e n c e b e t w e e n t h e l o c a l l y - g e n e r a t e ds e quencesand the incoming sequencemust be established. For a sequenceof 2N-1 bits, this can be accomplished within N bits simply by opening the
feedbackconnection to the tap line, and feeding the
incoming sequence to the tap line [Fig. 11). This
switching is initiated automatically when an auxiliary error counter reachesa count of 20,000 enors.
The counter is reset every 100,000 clock periods so
resynchronization occurs only when more than
20.000 errors occur within 100,000 bits.
What happens if there should be an error in the
data stream at the time that resynchronization is
concluded? The error in effect causesthe sequence
to start from the wrong initial word, thus generating the sequence out of phase with the incoming
stream. There is then the statistical likelihood that
one half of the bits will be in error. The auxiliary error counter would then contain 50,000 counts

I

Fig.T.Sinplified block diagram of Model 3761A Enor Detector
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1

Fig. 8, Self-adjusting ramp generator accommod atesvarying
clock rates. Theramp is generated by charging capacitor Cl
with current supplied by transistor Q2. Capacitor C7 is dlscharged each time a pulse derived from the leading edge of
each clock pulse turns on Ql . The resulting sawtooth waveform is low-pass filtered by R2 and C2, level-shifted by the
zener diode, and used to control the current level through
Q2. This holds the ramp amplitude nearly constantby adjusting the charging current to fit the clock rate.

when reset.
A count of 20,000 errors is high enough to permit
the system to accept bursts of errors without triggering resynchronization in an otherwise "quiet" transmission.
Synchronization can also be initiated manually
or remotely by an external TTL signal. This is useful in lab or production test situations where it may

Sampling a 7-Bit Maximal-LengthPRBS
Original Sequence Starting at A
Halt Rate Sampled Sequence Starting at A
Half Rate Sampled Sequence Starting at B

010111001011....
001011100101....
1110010'11100....

Fig. 10. Diagram representing 7-bit maximal length sequence shows thal taking every other bit derives the same
seguence as the original.

be desired to establish synchronization, and then
degradethe data stream, say by adding noise and/or
attenuating the signal level. The resulting high error rates, which otherwise would automatically initiate.resynchronization, can then be measured.
DisplayConsiderations
The BER display accommodatesa wide range of

Sampled data 1

_flJ

Sampled data 2

Guard Pulse

JT-IL

Inhibit
Signal
to Lamp
Driver
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Fig.9. Guard pulse, derived from
the clock, is applied to the D inputs of tvvo flipJlops. lf a data
transition, acting as a clock, occurs during the guard pulse, one
of the flipJlops, depending on
transitionpolarity, will produce an
output that inhlblts the front-panel
PHASEindicator. lnput data, following regeneration in a Schmitt
trigger, is a/so applied to two
other flip-flops that sample the
data on alternate c/ock pulses lo
get two half-rate data streams.

----

Data

Fig. 11. By feeding data stream
into PRBS generator'sfeedback
tap line, the generator becomes
synchronizedwith the data stream
within N bits, where N is the num'
ber of shift register sfages

BER
Calculatol
Armed \

I

Error
Counter
Total

Error
Count
is+
11 2 6

@

BERDisplay

I

Clock
Countel
Total

Fig. 12. Timing diagram of the system for deriving the biterror-rate (BER) display. The system displays the number existing in the error counter at the time that the clock reaches
the decade count that lollows detection of 100 errors.

error rates without operator intervention. The
theory is illustrated in Fig. 12. Two totalizers are
employed----one that totals errors and one that simultaneously totals clock periods. First of all, to
give statistical significance to the indication, 100 errors must be totaled before any action is taken.
When 100 errors have been detected,the BER calculator is armed. When the currently-being-filled decade of the clock period totalizer is filled, the display circuit is enabled. The two most significant digits of the error count are then displayed and the exponent "n" of the X10-" portion of the display is derived by subtracting the number of filled decadesin
the error counter from the number of filled decades
in the clock counter.
As discussed earlier, the instrument can be operated in a "count" mode wherein the error counter
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totals for a given period of time and the contents are
displayed on the a-digit display.
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model

3760A

lrodes

Data

ceneralor

of Operalion

PnBS NOAMAL: Generales a repBtitiw 2N-1 bii, maximal l€nqlh,
ps€udorcndombinary soquenc€ whe.e N=3 to l0 and 15.
PRAS ADD ZEnOS: Adds a block ol 1 lo 99 z€ros inlo PFAS Normal,
occuring aller lhe sync pulsePnBS AOD EAiOn: Inlroducss lwo €iiors p€r 4m0 sequences by
changing two conseculive bits lo th€ir logic compl€m€nls.
t0l0: Gonsrales a pr€sel.€pelilive word, conlenl 1010,
wOnO NOnUAL: Gsn€rales a conlinuous 3- lo 10-bil word wilh seleclable content.
WOAD ADO ZEnOS: Addilion ol a block oi 1 lo 99 zeros inlo Word
Normal, occurin9 bslws€n words.
Clock

Input

RATE:1.5 lo 150 MHz.
I M P E D A X C E :s q J : 5 % , d c c o u p l e d 0 5 4 o p l i o n a l ) .
]RIGGEA TANUAL: Lerel rang6, -3 lo +3 v. Slope +v€ or -ve.
A U T O : I n p u l m a r k : s p a c €r a l i o r a n g € , t 0 : 1 l o 1 : 1 0 .
SEXSITIVIIYT Belter than 500 mV ok-Dk.
AMPUTUOE:5 v pk-pt maxihum. Limils, !5 V.
P U L S EW I D T A : 3 n s m i n i m u m a t 5 0 % p u t s e a m p l i t u d € .
Internal

Varlable.Frequency

nlTE: 1.5 lo 150MHz.
JITTER: <0.5% ot Friod

Clock

(Opllonal)

+0 5 ns pt-pl.
Clock

Oulput
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1. E.S.Donn,"ManipulatingDigital PatternsWith a New
Binary SequenceGenerator,"Hewlett-Packard|ournal,
April 1971.

SyncOutput
AATE: Once Fr PRBS or wOFD cycle.
ouRATtox
PRBS and WOFD NOFMAL:1 CLOCK p€riod.
AOD ZEROS:Lenglh ot zero block plus one clock poriod.
POSItOf,
PBBS NORMALI Fronl pan€l selsclable.
w O n O N O R M A L :P r e c e d e s w o r d .
A O D Z E B O S : P r e c e d e sz e r o b l o c k b y o n e c l o c k p s r i o d .
SOUBCE IUPEDAICE: 5o0 1s%.
AXPII'UDE: +1 V nominat.
General
P O W E R :9 0 l o 1 2 5 o r 2 0 0 l o 2 5 0 V , 4 0 t o 4 0 0 H z , 9 0 W .
W E I G H T : 3 0 l b s ( 1 3 . 6k 9 ) .
oIMENSIONS: 16y. in. wide,5/z in. high. t8% in. deep {42s hm r
140hm x467 mm).
PRICE lN U.S.A.: Model 3760A, 04590 754, no charg€.
Inrsrnarcrock,1170.o€rayed dara ourpur, $5s.

HP Model

3761A

Errgr

Detecto;

Measurements
BER (bil eror rste):
FANGE: 9.9 r 10 r lo 0.1 r l0 t, aulomalicallyscaled.
G A T I N G : A u l o m a l i c , a l l e a s t 1 0 0e i i o r s b e , o r e c o m p u l a l i o o .
COUilI (Iotal eiior count): 0 to 9999.
GArrxc
INTERNAL: Eepetitjw or single shol. 10" clock psfiods wh€r€

OUIPUTS: CLOCK or CLOCK, t.om €rl€rnal or optionat internat
Dala

Output

OUTPUIS: DATA or OAIA. O€laysd OATA output is optionrt.
F O R M A T :R Z ( u p l o 1 3 0 M b / s ) o r N F Z .
IMPEDAICE: Soorc€ imp€dsnce soQ 1s% (7gt oprionat).
AMPLITUoE: Continuoosly variabl€ in 5 ransos tom 0.1 to 3.2 v
inlo 50!)i symholfical about ollsgt tevel.
FISE/FALL TlfE: <t.4 ns inio 5qt. <1.6 ns inro 75!l wih 7fl1
rnpodance oplion.
O V E n S H O O T :< 1 0 % o l o u l s s a m o l i t u d s .
DC OFfsEt: Zerc, <2./. ot puls6 amplitudo. Variabls, continuous
OEUY: Oala (and sync) d€lay€d wirh rosp€ci to ctock continuousty
in 10 rsnges tom 0 to 100 ns.
DEUYED OATA OUIPUI (option.l): Sam6 bit pattsrn as OATA ou!
put bul delayed I bils with respoct to OATA output. canged controls qiw oELAYEO OUTPUT same lormat, amplitude, and otts€t

E X T E A N A L :T T ! l o s i c l e w l .
MANUAL: Fronlpanel swjlch.
S E O U E N C E S :M a x i m a l l e n q l h P R 8 5 2 N - l
l0 and 15.

bits long wh€re N=3 lo

Plta3ing
phas€ variable fslaliw lo dala.
COiTBO[:.Clock
INgICATION: Lamp ort when clock and data edg€s coincid€.
NAf,CE
1.5 lo 50 Mb/s: 0 lo 180":50 lo 150 Mb/s: 0 to 12 ns.
Synchronisalion
fOoES: Aulo, Manual, Extehal.
AUTO: Aulomalically sea.chers lor synchronism it Dore lhan
20,000 €roB in 100,000 bits.
E X T E R N A L TR e s y n c h r o n i s a l i o nc o m n a n d 6 d b y n L I n p u t .
M A N U A L : R e s y n c h r o n i s a l i o nc o m m a n d e d t o m r r o n l p a n e l .

Display
8E8: Two disils plus exponenl (a.b x 10 t.
COUXT: Four digils.
FUGS: Sync loss, owillow and gating.

Output3
PRltrTEi:8421 BCD.
aER AND COUNT: Curenl displ6y on command.
FUGS
SYNC LOSS:0 prinred in column 1.
O V E R F L O W :O u t p U i n h i b i t € d .
P R I N T C O M M A N O :P o l s e a l d i s p l a y c h a n q e
ENROA OUTPUT
RATE: Ono pulse p€r erior.
AMP!ITUOE: +t v inlo 5q) nominal.

Inpul

Clock

R A T E : 1 . 5l o 1 5 0M H 2 .
I i l P E D A I C E : 5 0 0 1 5 % d c c o u p l e d ( 7 s 1 1o p l i o n a r ) .
TNIGGEN
SIOPE: +w or
ve
MANUAL:Lewl range, 3 lo +3 V.
A U T O r I n p u l m a r k : s p s c € r a t i o r a n g e , 1 0 : 1t o 1 : 1 0 .
SENSITIVIW: Aeiler lhan 500 ov pk-pk.
AIPLITUOE:5 V pk-pk max, lidils a5 V.
PUISE WIOIH: 3 ns m nrmum al 50% pulse amptil!d€.
Data

RATE: 1.5 lo 150 Mb/s.
IUPEDAilCE: 509 15%, dc coupled (79? optional).
T F I G G E R L E V E I : A l l o m a t i c . I n p u t m a r k : s p a c er a l i o , 1 0 : l l o 1 : 1 0 ,
SEXSltlVltY: Aell6. thsn 500 mV pk-pk.
OC OFFSET: a3 v maximum.
AilPLITUDE: 5 V p*-pk max Linits +5 V.
PUISE WIDTH:5 ns minimum al 50% pul* amplilud€.

Input

General
POWEi:90 lo 125or 2@ lo 250 V, 40 lo 400 Hz. 70 W.
W E I G H T : 2 3 l b s . { 1 0 . 4k s . )
DIMENSIOXS: l6ya in. wide, 3V. in. high, 18y. in. de€p (425 mm x
9s mm x 467 mm).
PnICE lN U.S.A.:14i40.
759 CIOCK and DATA inpJt, no charge.
U A N U F A C T U R I N GO I V I S I O N : H o w l e t l P a c k a r d L t d .
South Ou€enst€ry
Wesl Lolhian EH3@TG
Scolland

INPUT:DATA or OATA, solectable.
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